Here we are concerned with a method which is especially adapted to the problem and which in case of the "matrix problem" (2) aik ~ Xi + yk,
i.e., of approximating a given matrix (aik) by a matrix of the particular type (xi+y*)> has proved to be very efficient. It is the "leveling process" [l; 2; 3] which roughly speaking for problem (1) consists in an alternatively repeated minimizing within the sets Ai (in problem (2) the rows and columns). In [4] I pointed out by an example that the effectiveness of the leveling process depends on the structure of the covering of A by the .<4/s and in [S] a decisive combinatorial property of the covering was introduced. The theorem which shows the bearing of this property on the approximation problem is here stated in the form of a necessary and sufficient condition. The examples given below disclose the surprising fact that approximation problems of the simple type as (3) aijk ~ Xi + y¡ + zk, The left side may be written
This is a contradiction and the sufficiency of the condition is proved. 2. Now let us assume that for any g leveled on all A,• equivalent to/we have ||g|| è\\f\\-Then for any A S-i unction <r|^4 and any numbers y i we have (6) ||cr + £ yiXi\\ ^ I.
Define r/j(x) =er(x)x»(x) and A' = {x: xEA and cr(x)?i0}. Then (*) not all the numbers £y¿<r»(x), xEA', are of the same sign.
For if for instance all these numbers would be <0 then with some p>0 we could replace the y< by y[ =pyi and arrive at |[tr -f-£y/xf|| < 1 in contradiction to (6) . But (*) is a well-known [ó] sufficient condition that the system £ <nix)Six) =0, 5^0 »ex allows a solution S not identically zero. With six) =cr(x)5(x) we see that (L'), (L") can be satisfied with s^0.
5. Examples of L-coverings. Proposition 1. For every nXm-matrix the system of rows and columns is an L-covering.
Proof.
Every AS-lunction a on the matrix array contains an irreducible A S-function a' which on a row or column where it is not zero yields exactly one +1 and one -1. Evidently a' is a function s fitting to cr in the sense of the theorem above.
Proposition
2. // {A^. iEl} is an L-covering of A and BEA then the "trace covering" on B, {BC\Aí: iEA and BC\Ai9í0} is an Lcovering of B.
Proof. Let cr be an AS-l unction with respect to the trace covering. We extend it by defining cr| (A -B) =0 and get an A S-lunction with respect to {Ai-.iEl}-By our theorem we have a function s\A fitting to cr|^4. Evidently s\B fits to a\B with respect to the trace covering.
6. As a matter of fact there are many simple coverings which are no L-coverings.
The coverings belonging to the approximation problems (3), (4) 
5-
where the figure indicates the height of the layer and the sign behind it the sign of er. On all other places er has the value 0. It is easy to check that any function s satisfying (L') and (L") with respect to er is identically zero. So the covering of problem (4) is no A-covering. Concerning (5). We use the preceding example. We project its cubic matrix array into a (j, k) -plane in such a way that the rods of the matrix are projected into the lines j = const., k = const., and j+k = const, and that no two rods have colinear images. So we see that the covering of the problem (4) is a trace covering of problem (5). Proposition 2 again proves that the covering of (5) is no A-covering as soon as there are sufficiently many layers in each family.
